PERFECTION
The single snowflake becoming the ocean.
A tiny seed containing
the entire canopy of a
giant oak tree,
& the grain of sand
becoming a luminous pearl.
Each silent act of perfection
reminds me that ...

I AM you becoming Me & we are perfect.

PEACE
Like the beautiful silent snowflake
that has slowly drifted
from the heavens,
lovingly released
from the hand of Creator,
I came to be.

I AM the peace
that surrounds you now.

BALANCE
In this world I continuously seek balance.
Expanding - contracting.
Moving - resting.
Giving - receiving.
When I am in one more than the other,
my life becomes a refl ection of this
imbalance in my mind, body, & spirit.
Balance is my natural state of being
& I am always seeking equilibrium.
I AM at the center of your being.
Meet me there.

STORY
Reading between the lines of your life
there runs a deeper, more authentic
account of your purpose on earth.
Make room for Me
as you reflect on your struggles or
accomplishments, losses or gains.
Allow the hidden meanings to emerge.
The most important one being ...

I AM the engraver.

BLESSINGS
As you make more room for Me
in your life,
everything you do becomes a blessing,
even to strangers you will never meet.
Your unseen acts of kindness,
& silent prayers are eternal,
& as they ripple across the universe,
you soon realize ...
.
I Am grace. Become My conduit.

WORK
My wisdom, which now flows through you, is
designed to expand throughout My universe.
Make room for Me as your inspired work
continues My work. There are no longer
burdens to shoulder, but blessings to radiate as
you extend your resources to another.
Be mindful not of what you do, but how
you do it. Higher knowledge brings deeper
commitment & the wisdom to transform
your work into your gift.
i
I AM the mirror that holds a higher vision
of the gifts you bring to the world.

ARRIVAL ~ THRESHOLD
Stepping onto the threshold
of this moment, my mind is swept away
by the unfathomable calculations my soul
has arranged for me
to be here now. Standing in awe of absolute
perfection, I fill with gratitude that I have
awakened before the final nightfall.
My hand now reaches for another who
makes room within for You.
I AM THAT I am who reached for your hand.

AWAKENING
It happens unexpectedly. Sometimes arriving
through a simple task, or as the outcome of
abrupt tragedy. Either way, my mind becomes
still ... yet alert. All of my senses expand.
Suddenly, I realize I have broken free from the
hypnotic trance of a life unaware.
Long held beliefs vanish, leaving room for such
vastness & wonder. Overcome by this moment’s
beauty, my heart is set aflame & I realize ...
I AM the ‘second coming’.

EXPECTING
What am I expecting in this moment?
The sun has come and gone and with it my
need to mark the passing of time.
Now only the moonlight brings me clarity.
Like me, its diminishing presence is only an
illusion, as I slowly turn to face eternity.
Silent, alert, illuminated by Your presence.

I AM the light that awaits your awakening
& illumines your true identity.

UNION
Beneath the chaos of your external world,
that place of work, relationships, &
material concerns, you will discover your
soul’s deepest desire ... its relentless
yearning ... I AM you seeking Me.
And when we find each other,
there will be no words to describe
the rapture of our union.

I AM the joy, the ecstasy that
announces our union.

SOUL
That within you which seeks union.
The inspired energy that vibrates beneath
each heart beat & can do no harm.
Your true self that is never sick,
wrong, unforgiving, or separate.
Make room for this magnificent light
to radiate beneath each foot step, every touch,
behind all thought, & you will recognize ...

I AM the part of you that is one with all.

ONENESS
As all thought of separation
begins to leave me now, so does any thought
of being divided, better, right,
or more entitled than another.
Being one with my Creator
awakens in me,
my harmonic alignment with all there is.

I AM the light within rising to meet
the Omnipresent Creator.

SOJOURN
My life has been a sojourn of peaks
& valleys. Each one a necessary
passage to the next as I am prepared
for my soul’s solo flight.
As I stand on Everest’s peak,
this ledge of initiation,
I linger in gratitude as I realize ...

I AM your wings & together
we will soar.

COURSE
When you feel lost and adrift ...
if endless waves of emotions
overwhelm your spirit
& the horizon appears dim ...
Make room for Me
& allow my light
to guide you closer.

I AM your internal compass &
you are never lost.

FLOW
Sometimes I struggle,
perhaps resist, as I make my
way through this difficult passage.
As I learn to let go of My need to control
& allow my life force to lead.
I discover ...

I AM the eternal current
which guides your destiny.

ENDURANCE
When you wake this morning & ask,
“How much more is required of me?”
“How deep is my soul’s reservoir &
what is my tender heart’s capacity?”
Know This.
Peace will engulf you when you are ready to
release that which no longer serves you.

I AM the thorn which pierces
the sacred heart.

FEARLESS
As a concern rises within you,
restless thoughts tumble through your mind,
pulling you farther away
from what you are seeking.
Over & over this repeated pattern attracts
momentum & illusions as you search for
impossible answers, until these thoughts
occupy that which was meant for Me.
Be still & make room for My ceaseless whisper.
A fearless & so are you.
I AM

GRIEF
Lay down your shield of armor
& allow your heavy heart
to unfold before Me.
Make room for Me
as your grief spills forward.
Pour into Me every drop of sadness
or regret until you are a vast emptiness.
Doing this you will then remember ...

I AM the holy vessel which transmutes
even the deepest sorrow.

SERVICE
When you care for others, you care for Me.
When you allow others to comfort you,
we are both comforted.
There is no end to this cycle ...
being served or serving others.
Neither is greater than the other
when you realize ...

I AM both the wounded & the healer.

OFFERING
Become mindful of how your life
is an offering to this world.
Ask yourself, ‘What thoughts, words
& actions will I create today that will serve
the greater good of all?’
Make room for Me
as you wrap these gifts with
your purest intention & place them with
reverence upon your altar, knowing that ...
I AM the burning bowl
on the altar of your throne.

REVERENCE
Make room for Me in your temple.
Prepare yourself knowing this:
“When you honor yourself,
you honor Me.”
Only then
can you hold all of My creation
& your life sacred.

I AM the Divine spark, the reflection of
GOD, which dwells within you.

SLEEP
Make room for Me
in your dreams tonight.
So thin is this illusionary veil of separation.
Rest. Together we ride the breath into
the rhythm of sleep
as we bridge both worlds into one.
Shhhhhhh ...
Feel the embrace of My wings surrounding
you now as you drift amongst the clouds.
I AM always present.

MYSTERY
When you are ready, more of what is occurring
beneath the surface of your life will be
revealed. Unseen energies & alchemical
processes are constantly taking place.
Your conscious participation is now more vital
than ever before. What is mysterious to you
cannot be explained by the mind alone but is
interpreted through the awakened heart.
Allow the winds of the unknown to part the
veil, if only for a moment, so you may see ...
I AM the mystery & you are the mystic.

RETREAT
Today, I turn inward where
I find comfort & a safe harbor
to suspend all worldly concerns.
Closing my eyes, I gently stroll
my inner landscape, & rest upon
the warm sands.
Silent … I realize my breath
is no different than the ceaseless
pull of the great ocean before me.
I AM the genesis of each wave
softly washing over you.

DOUBT
When did I begin to doubt my life?
When I was born, did I not trust my first embrace?
As a giggling toddler running naked
across the grass, did I ever doubt the beauty
or thrill of my body? And when I closed my eyes
really tight to wish upon a midnight star,
that sacred moment of opening my eyes, didn’t
I believe it would all be better? Release me from
doubt’s illusory grip & destroyer of dreams,
for it has kept me from reaching you.
I AM the iinnocent one.

POSSIBILITIES
There are many choices before you.
Even in these difficult times,
you can still choose.
Following every decision, a new level of
possibilities arrive, & you are again
standing at the point of choice.
Make room for Me
as you decide & know
that regardless of your choice ...
I AM your outcome.

PASSAGE to REBIRTH
There is no need to look over your shoulder
at what has been.
Instead, turn your gaze forward toward the
glimmer of light ahead that pulls at
your heart strings.
Fill with anticipation & humility
as you move through this narrow passage.
Alert yet trusting that soon you will emerge
into the magnificent sunrise that awaits.
I AM the dawn, the renewal,
the container of your rebirth.

PRESENT MOMENT
There is no time, no universal grandfather
clock marking your existence, ticking
relentlessly away at your life. It is your
untrained mind drifting from yesterday to
tomorrow that creates the framework for this
illusion. Make room for Me as you practice
bringing your mind back to center, to the
still point. And when it wanders, begin again,
& again. For together we will find...
I AM the only place of your existence.

IMPATIENT
When your mind lives in the future,
which does not exist, ask yourself,
“Where am I?” We think we can speed up the
outcome, be there first & get the best seat ...
we are afraid we will miss or lose something.
Stop ... take a breath.
The answers you are looking for, your place
‘in line’ and the endless gifts from our shared
universe can only be found in the present.
I AM the source of trust. Allow Me to guide.

PAST
When your thoughts linger in the past,
ask yourself, “Why do I return to this place?”
Living in the past can slowly diminish your
creative force & absorb the potential of your
life’s mission. What happened yesterday will
serve you when you discover its lesson & put
it to use in the present. The past is the vast
library of your ancient wisdom. Study each
chapter only long enough to realize ...
I AM the great book of knowledge
you have been writing.

RADIANCE
Upon first sight, the radiant beam of light
streaming from my hand
reminds me of your healing touch. The endless
pool of wisdom shining from my eyes
leaves no doubt of your reflection.
And the translucent light of my soul is the
radiance of the greatest Love ever known
known.

I AM the radiance ppulsing within you now.
Feel Me.

LISTENING
Listen to each other with your hearts
& you will feel my presence.
Like a deaf child holding a jar of
buzzing bees, listen with your hands
& eyes as you observe this day
& you will hear my perfect harmony
playing out beneath the illusion.
Lose all sense of your self as you listen to
your breath & you will find ...
I AM silence & at last you have found Me.
Welcome home.

PRAYER
All that springs from the heart is prayer.
No sacred text
or special posture is required of me.
When my heart, mind, & body align
in shared intention,
there is
sudden room for your gifts.

I AM the answer to your Prayers.

